INVITATION TO THE PROOF OF CONCEPT FOR SANTACO AIRLINES

The MEC for Transport in the Eastern Cape, Honorable T Marawu and the President of SANTACO Mr. AJ Mthembu has the honour to invite you to the proof of concept for the SANTACO airline. The entry of the taxi industry into the aviation space signals new strides by the industry to decisively contribute to the broad transformation agenda of public transport offering to millions of commuters. The taxi industry is currently the largest transporter of commuters at over 65%, moving over 15 million commuters on a daily basis, contributing immensely to the economic activities of the country.

This is another step towards effective empowerment of the Industry and the provision of access and affordable air travel to all South Africans.

Your presence therefore will bear testimony to this historic moment that will mark a shift in the perceptions of ordinary South Africans on their ability to participate within the aviation space and provide them with wings to fly with pride!

Event Details:

Date : 16th September 2011
Venue : War Memorial Hall - King Williams Town
Time : 1pm
RSVP : Lunathi Skiti – lunathi.skiti@dot.ecprov.gov.za
or Songo Gova songo.gova@dot.ecprov.gov.za
Tel: 043 604 7414

Other details will be forwarded to you in due cause. Looking forward to hosting your organization on this historic day in our country.

Yours truly

AJ Mthembu
President - SANTACO